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Abstract

We experimentally study the dynamics and strength of vortices shed from a NACA 0012 wing
undergoing sinusoidal pitching in quiescent water. We characterize the temporal evolution of
the vortex trajectory and circulation over a range of pitching frequencies, amplitudes and pivot
locations. By employing a physics-based force and moment partitioning method (FMPM), we
estimate the vortex-induced aerodynamic moment from the velocity fields measured using par-
ticle image velocimetry. The vortex circulation, formation time and vorticity-induced moment
are shown to follow scaling laws based on the feeding shear-layer velocity. The vortex dynamics,
together with the spatial distribution of the vorticity-induced moment, provide quantitative
explanations for the nonlinear behaviors observed in the fluid damping (Zhu et al., J. Fluid
Mech., vol. 923, 2021, R2).

1 Introduction

The unsteady flow and vortex dynamics associated
with flapping wings/foils have been extensively
studied for understanding the complex lift/thrust
generation mechanism of animal flight and swim-
ming (Ellington et al, 1996; Lentink and Dick-
inson, 2009; Anderson et al, 1998; Triantafyllou
et al, 2000), as well as developing bio-inspired

flapping-wing micro air vehicles (MAVs, Ho et al,
2003; Shyy et al, 2010; Jafferis et al, 2019),
oscillating-foil autonomous underwater vehicles
(AUVs, Barrett, 1996; Zhu et al, 2019; Zhong
et al, 2021) and energy-harvesting devices (Xiao
and Zhu, 2014; Young et al, 2014). Flapping
wings/foils were commonly studied in the presence
of an ambient flow to match real flying/swim-
ming settings. Numerous studies have focused on
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identifying scaling laws that characterize the for-
mation and development of the shed vortices,
along with the corresponding aerodynamic loads
(Buchholz and Smits, 2008; Buchholz et al, 2011;
Baik et al, 2012; Onoue and Breuer, 2016). In
the absence of a freestream flow, the problem
is associated with the hovering flight of insects
(Wang, 2005; Bergou et al, 2007; Kang and Shyy,
2014) and the starting motion of fish (Heath-
cote et al, 2004; Epps and Techet, 2007; DeVoria
and Ringuette, 2012, 2013; Shinde and Arakeri,
2013; Jimreeves David et al, 2018). In these stud-
ies, the pitching panel was usually hinged at the
leading-edge to mimic the corresponding biologi-
cal appendage, and more emphasis was placed on
the vorticity-induced lift and thrust. On the other
hand, the vorticity-induced aerodynamic moment
has attracted less attention, despite its close con-
nections with maneuvering and its importance in
regulating aerodynamic damping.

In aeroelastic systems, the formation and shed-
ding of vortices from elastically mounted bluff
bodies is the main source of aerodynamic damp-
ing (Williamson and Govardhan, 2004; Morse and
Williamson, 2009; Menon and Mittal, 2019; Zhu
et al, 2020). Menon and Mittal (2019) and Zhu
et al (2020) have analyzed the energy trans-
fer between an elastically mounted pitching wing
and the unsteady ambient flow, and found that
the total damping in an aeroelastic system has
to equal to zero for flow-induced oscillations to
sustain. This means that the positive structural
damping has to balance the negative aerodynamic
damping. With a free-stream flow, the negative
aerodynamic damping mainly comes from the
dynamic stall vortex (McCroskey, 1982; Corke and
Thomas, 2015). Without a free-stream flow, how-
ever, the aerodynamic damping becomes purely
positive, as the pitch-induced vortices act as a
source of drag (Morison et al, 1950). Zhu et al
(2021) have adopted a dynamical system approach
to study the nonlinear fluid damping associ-
ated with vortices shed from a cyber-physically
mounted pitching wing in the absence of a free-
stream flow. They extracted the fluid damping
coefficient using “ring-down” experiments and
were able to identify a universal non-dimensional
fluid damping coefficient that depends on the
pitching frequency, amplitude, pivot location and
sweep angle. They also explained the nonlinear

behavior of the fluid damping using the corre-
sponding vortex dynamics. However, their analysis
of the complex vortex dynamics was purely qual-
itative, and no quantitative evaluations of the
vortex trajectory and strength were performed.
Another limitation of Zhu et al (2021)’s work was
that the dynamical system framework was only
capable of resolving cycle-averaged vortex-induced
damping. No direct measurements of the instan-
taneous force and moment associated with the
shed vortices were available, although correlating
this information with the corresponding vortex
dynamics could provide useful insights toward a
more complete understanding of the underlying
flow physics.

The recent development of the Force and
Moment Partitioning Method (FMPM, Quar-
tapelle and Napolitano, 1983; Zhang et al, 2015;
Moriche et al, 2017; Menon and Mittal, 2021a,b,c)
(a variant is also known as the vortex force/mo-
ment map method, Li and Wu, 2018; Li et al,
2020) provides us with a framework to deter-
mine the instantaneous flow-induced forces and
moments from the corresponding velocity fields.
In the FMPM, the Navier-Stokes equation is pro-
jected onto the gradient of an auxiliary potential
which satisfies the Laplace equation and certain
boundary conditions. The individual contribu-
tions of the added-mass, vorticity-induced, and
viscous terms to the fluid force/moment exerted
on the immersed body can be separated ana-
lytically, enabling independent dissection of each
term. Moreover, the FMPM is able to visual-
ize the spatial distribution of the flow-induced
force/moment, which is valuable for associating
the vortex dynamics with the resultant aerody-
namic loads. Zhang et al (2015) have applied
FMPM to a numerical simulation of the flight of
a hawkmoth and a fruit fly and found that, in
addition to the leading-edge vortex, which con-
tributes to the majority of the lift, the centripetal
acceleration reaction, which is analogous to the
added-mass effect, also plays an important role
in the overall lift generation. Menon and Mit-
tal (2021a) have revisited the classical problem
of vortex-induced vibrations associated with flow
over a cylinder and found using FMPM that the
self-sustained oscillations are driven by the vortic-
ity in the shear layer instead of the shed vortices
in the wake. Moreover, using FMPM, Menon and
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Mittal (2021c) discovered that, in addition to the
rotation-dominated region (i.e. regions defined as
vortices), the strain-dominated region surround-
ing the vortices also has a significant effect on the
aerodynamic load generation of pitching airfoils.
Seo and Mittal (2022) have used FMPM in con-
junction with direct numerical simulations to show
that most of the thrust generated by a carangi-
form swimmer is due to the leading-edge vortex
on the caudal fin.

The above examples have demonstrated the
powerful capability of FMPM to provide new
physical insights for vortex-dominated flows. How-
ever, in these examples, the FMPM was only
tested and validated on results obtained from
numerical simulations, where data was usually
considered to be clean and ideal. Applying FMPM
to experimental data will open up numerous new
possibilities for flow measurement techniques such
as particle image velocimetry (PIV). However,
there are many foreseeable challenges. First, in
many experiments, the measured velocity fields
are usually ensemble- or phase-averaged so as to
reduce measurement noise and incoherent flow
structures, but it is not clear how ensemble- or
phase-averaging will affect the accuracy of the
FMPM due to the nonlinear operations involved.
Second, it is well-acknowledged that the accuracy
of PIV measurements suffers close to the bound-
ary of immersed bodies, which brings challenges
to PIV-based load estimation methods (Rival and
van Oudheusden, 2017). Third, for nominally two-
dimensional flows measured using planar PIV, the
existence of out-of-plane flows might introduce
errors into the FMPM, depending on the strength
of the three-dimensionality of the flow.

The present work extends the study of Zhu
et al (2021) on cycle-averaged vortex-induced
damping and examines the instantaneous vor-
tex trajectory, strength, structure, and vorticity-
induced moment of sinusoidally pitching wings in
a quiescent fluid. We also aim to use the present
problem as an example to address the aforemen-
tioned potential challenges of applying FMPM
to experimental data. Since the current experi-
ment focuses on a pitching wing, we confine our
analysis to moment partitioning, but the results
are equally applicable to force partitioning. For
simplicity, we continue to refer to the analysis
technique by its full name (or acronym) – FMPM.

In the following sections, we introduce the
experimental setup, the vortex identification
method, and the FMPM (Section 2), including
the relative benefits of applying FMPM to instan-
taneous (noisy) velocity fields as compared with
ensemble-averaged (less noisy) fields. In Section
3, we analyze and scale the effect of pitching
frequency, amplitude and pivot location on the
temporal evolution of the vortex trajectory, cir-
culation and the FMPM-based vorticity-induced
moment. Finally, we summarize all the key find-
ings and reiterate the significance of the present
study in Section 4.

2 Methods

2.1 Experimental setup

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 1(a). The setup is very similar to that used in
Zhu et al (2021), but without the cyber-physical
control loop. We conduct all the experiments in
the Brown University free-surface water tunnel
(test section width × depth × length = 0.8 m ×
0.6 m × 4.0 m), with a zero flow speed (U∞ = 0
m/s) to create a quiescent environment. We use a
servo motor (Parker SM233AE) with a 5:1 gearbox
to pitch a transparent acrylic NACA 0012 wing
(span s = 0.3 m, chord c = 0.1 m, aspect ratio
AR = 3). The wing has an endplate on the top end
to reduce three-dimensional effects and skim sur-
face waves at the root; the wing tip (bottom end)
is left free. The wing is mounted above the end-
plate (not shown) using an adjustable bracket that
allows the pitching axis location x/c to be varied
between 0 and 1. In between the servo motor and
the wing, an optical encoder (US Digital E3-2500)
is used to measure the pitching position θ, and a
six-axis force/torque transducer (ATI 9105-TIF-
Delta-IP65) is used to measure the fluid forces
and torques exerted on the wing. In the experi-
ments, we pitch the wing using a sinusoidal profile
θ = A sin (2πft), where A is the pitching ampli-
tude, f is the pitching frequency and t is time.
In this study, we focus on four pitching ampli-
tudes: A = 30◦ (0.52 rad), 60◦ (1.05 rad), 90◦

(1.57 rad) and 120◦ (2.09 rad), four pitching fre-
quencies: f = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0 Hz, and three
pitching axis locations: x/c = 0.5 (mid-chord),
x/c = 0.25 (quarter-chord) and x/c = 0 (leading-
edge). Because we pitch the wing sinusoidally, we
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Fig. 1 (a) A schematic of the experimental setup. (b) A sample phase-averaged spanwise vorticity field, ωz , for the case
A = 30◦, f = 0.5 Hz and x/c = 0.5 during the pitch-up motion (t/T = 0.13, where T = 1/f is the pitching period). The
original frame (i.e. the gray box) is rotated by θ to keep the wing at zero angle-of-attack. (c) The corresponding Q field.
Insets are zoom-in views of the LEV and TEV, with the identified vortex positions and boundaries. (d) The influence field,
φ (i.e. the auxiliary potential). (e) The vortex-induced moment density distribution, −2Qφ.

can approximate the averaged angular velocity as
θ̇ = 4Af (i.e. the wing rotates four times the pitch-
ing amplitude A over one cycle 1/f) and define
the Reynolds number as Re ≡ 4ρAfc2m/µ, where
cm is the effective chord length, ρ and µ are water
density and dynamic viscosity, respectively. Re is
of O(104) for the wing kinematics considered in
the present study.

To study the vortex dynamics associated with
the pitching wing, we use a two-dimensional PIV
system to measure the flow field around the wing.
We seed the water with 50 µm diameter neutrally
buoyant hollow ceramic spheres and illuminate
the mid-span plane using a double-pulse Nd:YAG
laser (532 nm, Quantel EverGreen) with LaVi-
sion sheet optics. Two co-planar sCMOS cameras
(LaVision, 2560 × 2160 pixels) with a 45◦ mirror
are used to record PIV image pairs at a frame rate
of 15 Hz. The recorded PIV images are processed
using the DaVis software (v10, LaVision, two
passes at 64×64 pixels, two passes at 32×32 pixels,
both with 50% overlap) to calculate the velocity
vectors. Finally, the velocity fields obtained from
the two cameras are stitched together to form a
3.2c×3.2c field of view. A sample spanwise vortic-
ity field, ωz, for the case A = 30◦, f = 0.5 Hz and
x/c = 0.5 during the pitch-up motion is shown in
Fig. 1(b). For visualization purposes, we rotate the
original frame (i.e. the gray box) by the pitching
angle, θ, to keep the wing at zero angle-of-attack.

We see that as the wing pitches up, two patches
of positive spanwise vorticity are generated at the
leading edge and the trailing edge, corresponding
to the leading-edge vortex (LEV) and the trailing-
edge vortex (TEV), respectively. The LEV/TEV
shear layers are also visible, although they start to
break into smaller secondary vortices (Francescan-
geli and Mulleners, 2021). Two patches of negative
vorticity are seen near the positive vortices, corre-
sponding to the negative LEV and TEV left over
from the previous pitch-down cycle.

2.2 Vortex identification and
trajectory tracking

We identify the vortex cores and boundaries using
the Q-criterion (Hunt et al, 1988; Jeong and
Hussain, 1995),

Q =
1

2
(‖Ω‖2 − ‖S‖2), (1)

where Q is the second invariant of the velocity gra-
dient tensor, Ω is the vorticity tensor and S is the
strain-rate tensor. Connected regions with Q > 0,
where rotation is higher than strain, are identi-
fied as a vortex (Lee et al, 2022). The position
of the vortex core is calculated as the centroid of
the top ten Q values within the vortex boundary.
The Q field corresponding to Fig. 1(b) is plot-
ted in Fig. 1(c). The insets are zoom-in views
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of the LEV and TEV, with the identified vortex
positions and boundaries. We see that the vortex
boundaries (Q = 0, green curves) faithfully cap-
ture the LEV and TEV domains. There are regions
with negative Q values surrounding the vortices,
corresponding to strain-dominated regions. These
strain-dominated regions have been shown to con-
tribute to the generation of opposite-signed aero-
dynamic loads (Menon and Mittal, 2021c). The
spanwise circulation of the vortex, Γ, is evaluated
by integrating the spanwise vorticity, ωz, within
the vortex boundary using Stokes’ theorem. All
velocity fields are phase-averaged over 20 cycles
before being fed into the vortex identification and
circulation calculation pipelines. Note that cal-
culating the circulation from the phase-averaged
velocity field is equivalent to taking the phase
average of individual circulations, as calculating
the vortex circulation is a linear operation.

2.3 Force and moment partitioning
method (FMPM)

For convenience and completeness, we first review
the FMPM approach. Following this, we will
consider the extension of the method to ensemble-
averaged velocity fields. Following Menon and
Mittal (2021b), we first construct an auxiliary
potential, φ, with

∇2φ = 0,
∂φ

∂n
=

{
[(x− xp)× n] · ez on airfoil

0 on outer boundary
,

(2)
where n is the outward-facing unit vector normal
to the boundary, x − xp is the location vector
pointing from the pitching axis xp towards the
location x on the surface of the airfoil, and ez

is the spanwise unit vector. Note that this aux-
iliary potential φ is specifically constructed for
moment partitioning. A different potential can be
constructed to determine lift forces or drag forces,
etc (Menon and Mittal, 2021b). In addition, the
FMPM potential, which we refer to as the “influ-
ence field”, should not be confused with the more
familiar velocity potential from the classical irro-
tational flow theory. The influence field quantifies
the spatial influence of the Q-field on the resultant
moment acting on the submerged body.

The influence field, φ, satisfies the Laplace
equation, subject to two different Neumann
boundary conditions on the airfoil and the outer

boundary. It is only a function of the airfoil shape,
its orientation, and the location of the pitching
axis. We solve Eqn. 2 numerically using the MAT-
LAB Partial Differential Equation Toolbox (Finite
Element Method). Fig. 1(d) shows the calculated
influence field, φ, for a NACA 0012 airfoil pitching
at the mid-chord. For this choice of the pitching
axis, we see that the φ field can be divided into
four quadrants, with the upper surface of the fore
wing and the lower surface of the aft wing being
positive, and the upper surface of the aft wing and
the lower surface of the fore wing being negative.
The magnitude of φ is the highest near the wing
surface and decreases with distance. The φ field is
not exactly symmetric about the mid-chord due to
the airfoil shape, with the zero-φ boundary slightly
shifted towards the trailing edge.

The vortex-induced force/moment density is
expressed in terms of Q (Menon and Mittal,
2021b) as follows:

fQ = −2ρQφ, (3)

where ρ is the fluid density. The vortex-induced
force/moment is then given by the integral of fQ:

τ = −2ρ

∫
V

Qφ dV, (4)

where
∫
V

represents volume integral over the field
of interest. As mentioned above, we focus on the
torque, τ , in this paper. However, as shown in
Menon and Mittal (2021a,c), with the appropriate
influence field, any force can be computed in this
manner.

The spatial distribution of the vorticity-
induced torque (moment) near the pitching wing
can thus be visualized by plotting contours of
−2Qφ (i.e. the vorticity-induced moment density
distribution). Fig. 1(e) shows the moment den-
sity distribution corresponding to Fig. 1(b). As
expected, in this small-amplitude pitching case
(A = 30◦), the LEV and TEV both contribute
to positive (counterclockwise) moments. However,
as we will show later, the vortex-induced moment
can switch signs during the pitch-up/down cycle
for large pitching amplitudes.

The Force and Moment Partitioning Method
can also be used to obtain the added-mass torque
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(Menon and Mittal, 2021a,b,c)

τa = −ρ
∫
S

n ·
(dU

dt
φ
)

dS, (5)

where U is the velocity of the moving wing bound-
ary, φ is the same influence field calculated using
Eqn. 2, and

∫
S

is the integral along the wing sur-
face. We see from Eqn. 5 that the added-mass
torque is only a function of the wing geometry and
kinematics, flow field data is not required for cal-
culating τa. The torque due to viscous diffusion
can also be calculated using FMPM (Menon and
Mittal, 2021b). However, it is negligible for the
present study due to the relatively high Reynolds
number Re ∼ O(104).

2.4 Application of FMPM to
ensemble- and phase-averaged data

In many experiments, including those discussed
in this paper, measured velocity data may be
ensemble-, or phase-averaged so as to remove noise
or turbulence-related flow structures. In what fol-
lows, we consider ensemble- and phase-averaged
data as interchangeable, both representing time-
dependent averages of a more complex and noisy
flow. Application of FMPM to phase-averaged
data introduces some subtleties because Q is a
nonlinear function of velocity (Eqn. 1). Any quan-
tity, for example the velocity u that is measured
in an experiment can be expressed as a sum of the
time-averaged value, ū, the phase-averaged value,
〈u〉, and the instantaneous fluctuations, u′:

u(x, y, z, t) = ū(x, y, z)+〈u〉(x, y, z, t)+u′(x, y, z, t).
(6)

The quantity Q can be expressed as

Q = −0.5
∂

∂xi
(uj

∂ui
∂xj

) ≡ −0.5ui,juj,i, (7)

where indicial notation, with implied summation,
has been used. As with the velocity, Q can be
expressed as

Q(x, y, z, t) = Q̄(x, y, z)+〈Q〉(x, y, z, t)+Q′(x, y, z, t).
(8)

We can obtain the expression for the above Q
components in terms of velocity as follows

Q = Qūū+Q〈u〉〈u〉+Qu′u′+2Qū〈u〉+2Qūu′+2Q〈u〉u′ ,
(9)

where Qū〈u〉 = −0.5ūi,j〈uj,i〉, etc. Taking a time
average of the above expression, we can get Q̄ ≡
Qūū. Taking a phase average of the above expres-
sion gives

〈Q〉 = ���〈Qūū〉+ 〈Q〈u〉〈u〉〉+ 〈Qu′u′〉
+ 2〈Qū〈u〉〉+����2〈Qūu′〉+ 2〈Q〈u〉u′〉

≡ Q〈u〉〈u〉 + 2Qū〈u〉 + 2〈Q〈u〉u′〉+ 〈Qu′u′〉.
(10)

The phase-averaged vortex-induced force/moment
density is given by

〈fQ〉(x, y, z, t) = −2ρ〈Q〉φ
= −2ρ[Q〈u〉〈u〉 + 2Qū〈u〉 + 2〈Q〈u〉u′〉+ 〈Qu′u′〉]φ.

(11)

If the flow is highly turbulent and the time-
dependent fluctuations are large, the last two
terms in the above equation should not be ignored.
However, for laminar flows, where we can assume
|u′| << |〈u〉|, we have

〈fQ〉(x, y, z, t) ≈ −2ρ〈Q〉φ
= −2ρ[Q〈u〉〈u〉 + 2Qū〈u〉]φ.

(12)

This assumption will be tested for the present data
in the next section. Thus, to obtain an accurate
estimation of 〈fQ〉 from velocity data, we should
either compute 〈Q〉 from the instantaneous Q field
directly (i.e. calculate Q from the instantaneous
velocity field and then phase average), or esti-
mate the sum of Q〈u〉〈u〉 + 2Qū〈u〉. Note that the
2Qū〈u〉 term might not be negligible when there
is a free-stream flow. The estimation of ū is not
straightforward in a flow with moving boundaries
such as oscillating foils, since it is not clear how
to obtain time-averaged data in regions through
which the foil passes over time. The resolution of
this issue is left to a future study and, as we will
show later, for the present study, where there is
no free-stream flow, the 2Qū〈u〉 term can be safely
neglected.
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Scaling of vortex circulation and
trajectory

To characterize the vortex dynamics associated
with the pitching wing in quiescent water, we first
analyze the vortex trajectories and circulation.
Because we pitch the wing sinusoidally, the wing
moves symmetrically during pitch-up and pitch-
down motions. Moreover, Zhu et al (2021) have
shown that the fluid damping induced by LEVs
and TEVs are comparable, although there are sub-
tle differences caused by the rounded leading edge
and the sharp trailing edge of the NACA 0012 air-
foil. Therefore, in this study, we choose to focus
on analyzing the TEV dynamics during the pitch-
down motion. The LEV dynamics will only be
analyzed for some cases for comparison.

Fig. 2(a) shows the TEV circulation, Γ, during
pitch-down for a wing pitching at the mid-chord,
x/c = 0.5, with a pitching amplitude of A = 30◦,
and a pitching frequency varied from f = 0.25 to
1.0 Hz. Because the wing undergoes a pitch-down
motion, the TEV has negative circulation. We see
that for a fixed pitching frequency, the TEV circu-
lation starts from zero (t/T = 0.25) and decreases
as the wing pitches downward, as more negative
vorticity is fed into the TEV through the shear
layer. This process continues until t/T = 0.75,
when the pitch-up motion starts and the connec-
tion between the TEV and the shear layer is cut
off. A bump in Γ for f = 0.75 and f = 1.0
Hz shows up right before t/T = 0.75 when the
TEV starts to separate from the shear layer. After
t/T ≈ 0.75, the TEV begins to decline as there
is no new vorticity input and the existing vortex
starts to dissipate. The magnitude of the TEV cir-
culation increases with the pitching frequency, as
the vortex feeding shear-layer velocity increases
linearly with the pitching frequency (Onoue and
Breuer, 2016, 2017).

The inset of Fig. 2(a) shows the TEV trajec-
tories for the corresponding four pitching frequen-
cies. The figure frame is rotated so as to keep the
wing at zero pitching angle. It is observed that
for a fixed pitching amplitude, TEV trajectories
collapse well for different pitching frequencies. A
circle centered at the mid-chord with a diameter
c is plotted in gray dots to illustrate the trailing

edge trajectory. The initial part of the TEV tra-
jectory is almost perpendicular to the wing chord,
confirming the validity of the linear assumptions
used in the fluid damping scaling proposed in Zhu
et al (2021) for small pitching amplitudes. As the
pitch reversal starts, the TEV trajectories turn
abruptly upwards. We see that the TEV trajectory
deviates from the trailing edge trajectory. This is
in contrast to the results of Francescangeli and
Mulleners (2021), who observed that the shed vor-
tex closely follows the trajectory of the edge of a
flat plate pitching with a trapezoidal velocity pro-
file. In our sinusoidal pitching case, the deviation
between the TEV trajectory and the trailing edge
trajectory presumably comes from two effects: the
interaction between the TEV and the opposite-
signed residual vortex from the previous pitch-up
motion, and the weak ambient flow induced by the
sinusoidal pitching motion (Shinde and Arakeri,
2013).

Onoue and Breuer (2016) showed that for a
pitching plate undergoing large-amplitude limit-
cycle oscillations in a freestream flow, the LEV
circulation scales with the feeding shear-layer
velocity multiplied by a characteristic length scale.
Following a similar approach, we propose an LEV-
/TEV circulation scaling for pitching wings in
quiescent flow. Because the freestream velocity is
zero, the feeding shear-layer velocity equals the
leading-edge/trailing-edge velocity, which is given
by USL = 4Afcm, where cm represents the dis-
tance between the leading/trailing edge and the
pivot point (i.e. the effective chord length). There-
fore, we can write the non-dimensional circulation
as

Γ∗ =
Γ

4Afc2m
. (13)

We note that the definition of Γ∗ is analogous to
the vortex formation number, T̂ , which quantifies
the growth of a vortex, and the maximum value
(i.e. the optimal vortex formation number) repre-
sents when the vortex stops entraining additional
vorticities from the feeding shear layer. We can
also non-dimensionalize the vortex formation time
as

t∗ =
4Acm
c

(t/T − 0.25), (14)

where T = 1/f is the pitching period; we use
the t/T − 0.25 term to offset the starting time
to coincide with the start of LEV/TEV forma-
tion. In Γ∗ and t∗, cm = cLE for LEVs and
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Fig. 2 (a) Trailing-edge vortex (TEV) circulation, Γ, during pitch-down for A = 30◦, x/c = 0.5 and f = 0.25 to 1.0 Hz.
The gray dotted curve represents the non-dimensional pitching position, θ/A, on the right axis. Inset: TEV trajectories for
the corresponding cases. (b) Magnitudes of the non-dimensional circulations, |Γ∗| (Eqn. 13), for both LEVs (plus signs)
and TEVs (circles), with the marker colors corresponding to the frequencies in (a). The black dotted line shows the linear
trend for data points within the initial linear growth regime, 0 ≤ t∗ ≤ 0.3.

cm = cTE for TEVs, where cLE and cTE repre-
sent the leading-edge chord and the trailing-edge
chord, respectively, and c = cLE + cTE is the full
chord length of the wing.

Fig. 2(b) shows the evolution of the magni-
tude of the TEV circulation, |Γ∗| (circles), as a
function of the vortex formation time, t∗, for four
different pitching frequencies (f = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75
and 1.0 Hz), corresponding to the cases plotted
in Fig. 2(a). The scaled LEV circulations at these
frequencies are also plotted using plus signs for
comparison. We see that the data points collapse
well under the proposed scaling, showing the fre-
quency dependence of the circulation. An initial
linear growth regime (0 ≤ t∗ ≤ 0.3) is observed for
both the LEV and the TEV circulations. In this
linear regime, LEV and TEV circulations over-
lap and no significant difference in their slopes is
observed. After the linear regime, the TEV cir-
culation (circles) keeps on increasing and reaches
its maximum |Γ∗| ≈ 3 at t∗ ≈ 0.6. On the other
hand, the LEV circulation (plus signs) decreases
right after the linear regime despite that the pitch
reversal starts around t∗ ≈ 0.5. This difference
is believed to result from the fact that the TEVs
generated by the sharp trailing edge are more
coherent so that they can sustain longer than the
LEVs generated by the rounded leading edge. This
difference is clearly captured by the vorticity field
shown in Fig. 1(b). We see that at this time instant
(t∗ ≈ 0.9), the negative vorticities from the pitch-
down motion (i.e. the blue regions) still retain a

circular shape for the TEV, but become unidentifi-
able for the LEV. The difference in the circulation
also echoes the observations of Zhu et al (2021)
that the fluid damping associated with a sharp
trailing edge is higher than that resulted from a
rounded leading edge.

Next, we look into the effect of pitching ampli-
tude on the TEV circulation and trajectory. Fig.
3(a) shows the TEV circulation, Γ, during pitch-
down for a wing pitching around the mid-chord
x/c = 0.5 and at a frequency of f = 0.5 Hz,
with the pitching amplitude varied from A = 30◦

to 120◦. We see that, again, the TEV circulation
decreases from zero when the pitch-down motion
starts at t/T = 0.25. The magnitude of Γ increases
with A due to the higher feeding shear-layer veloc-
ity induced at higher pitching amplitudes. There
exists a linear growth regime for |Γ| at all four
pitching amplitudes, and this regime shrinks as
A increases. Following this regime, we observe
an abrupt drop of the TEV circulation magni-
tude for A = 60◦ to 120◦, which we attribute to
vortex splitting. This vortex splitting behavior is
depicted in Fig. 3(b) inset, where we plot a sample
spanwise vorticity field for A = 60◦ at t/T ≈ 0.75.
At this time instant, the TEV (as well as the LEV)
split into two smaller vortices, V1 and V2, with
V1 persisting and V2 quickly dissipating away. As
such, the circulation for V1 is tracked after this
split. The opposite-signed vortex V3 is the resid-
ual TEV from the previous pitch-up motion. No
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Fig. 3 (a) TEV circulation, Γ, during pitch-down for f = 0.5 Hz, x/c = 0.5 and A = 30◦ to 120◦, with the non-dimensional
pitching position, θ/A, plotted on the right axis. Inset: TEV trajectories for the corresponding cases. (b) Magnitudes of the
non-dimensional TEV circulation, |Γ∗|. The black dotted line shows the linear trend for data points within the initial linear
growth regime, 0 ≤ t∗ ≤ 0.6. The inset is a sample spanwise vorticity field for A = 60◦ at t/T ≈ 0.75. At this time instant,
the TEV (as well as the LEV) split into two smaller vortices, V1 and V2, with V1 persisting and V2 quickly dissipating
away. The opposite-signed vortex V3 is the residual TEV from the previous pitch-up motion.

TEV splitting is observed for the smallest pitching
amplitude A = 30◦.

Fig. 3(a) inset shows the TEV trajectories for
different pitching amplitudes. We see that as the
pitching amplitude increases, the TEV trajectory
no longer follows the perpendicular path observed
for the lowest pitching amplitude case (i.e. A =
30◦, the blue curve, see also Fig. 2a inset). Instead,
the TEV starts to loosely follow the trailing edge
trajectory (i.e. the gray dotted circle) at the begin-
ning of the pitch-down motion. As the pitching
amplitude further increases (A = 90◦ and 120◦),
the TEV trajectory sees the emergence of a turn-
over loop – the TEV moves to the front of the pivot
axis, turns closer to the wing surface, intersects
with its initial path and eventually dissipates to
the other side of the wing. The vortex trajectories
cannot be simply scaled by the pitching amplitude
because of their complex geometries. The vortex
splitting and the complex vortex trajectories both
add complexities to the problem, causing the non-
linear behaviors of the fluid damping at higher
pitching amplitudes observed in Zhu et al (2021).
A more quantitative analysis of this issue and the
connections between vortex dynamics and fluid
damping will be discussed later in 3.2.

We scale the TEV circulations as well as the
vortex formation time for different pitching ampli-
tudes using Eqns. 13 and 14, respectively, and
show the results in Fig. 3(b). Once again, the
TEV circulation collapses well under the proposed

Γ∗ scaling, revealing the amplitude dependence of
the vortex strength. The A term in the t∗ scal-
ing (Eqn. 14) aligns the location of the maximum
Γ for different pitching amplitudes. The initial
linear growth regime for moderate to large pitch-
ing amplitudes (A = 60◦ to 120◦) extends to
t∗ > 0.6 as compared to A = 30◦ (see also Fig.
2b), with the maximum |Γ∗| elevated to |Γ∗| > 3.
After the linear regime and the abrupt amplitude
drop caused by vortex splitting, the scaled vor-
tex circulation for A = 60◦ to 120◦ decays slowly
with a relatively constant slope at t∗ > 1.2 (i.e.
vortex saturation, DeVoria and Ringuette, 2012).
The |Γ∗| for A = 30◦ does not reach this slow-
decay regime before the vortex boundary becomes
unidentifiable.

Another important parameter governing the
LEV/TEV dynamics is the location of the pitching
axis. Fig. 4(a) shows the temporal evolution of the
TEV circulation, Γ, during the pitch-down motion
for a wing pitching at a frequency of f = 0.5 Hz
and an amplitude of A = 30◦, with the pitching
axis located at the mid-chord (x/c = 0.5), the
quarter-chord (x/c = 0.25) and the leading-edge
(x/c = 0). Similar to previous results for different
pitching frequencies and amplitudes, the TEV cir-
culation starts from zero and decreases as the wing
pitches down. The circulation magnitude increases
as the pitching axis moves farther from the mid-
chord, due to the higher feeding shear-layer veloc-
ity USL = 4Afcm. Again, Γ decreases linearly in
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Fig. 4 (a) TEV circulation, Γ, during pitch-down for A = 30◦, f = 0.5 Hz, x/c = 0.5 (mid-chord pitching), x/c = 0.25
(quarter-chord pitching) and x/c = 0 (leading-edge pitching), with the pitching position, θ/A, on the right axis. Inset: TEV
trajectories for the corresponding cases. (b) Magnitudes of the non-dimensional TEV circulation, |Γ∗|, with a black dotted
line showing the linear trend for data points within the initial linear growth regime, 0 ≤ t∗ ≤ 0.6. Inset: TEV trajectory
scaling.

the early stage of the pitch-down motion, and this
linear regime shortens in time as the pitching axis
moves towards the leading edge. After the linear
regime, the TEV circulation drops near-linearly
first and then abruptly for x/c = 0.25 and x/c = 0
as the TEV splits into two. The TEV circula-
tion and formation time are scaled using Eqn. 13
and 14, and replotted in Fig. 4(b). We continue
to see a very nice collapse of all the data points
under the Γ∗ scaling, confirming the pitching axis
dependence of the vortex strength. The |Γ∗| peaks
around t∗ = 0.6, similar to the results observed in
Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 3(b).

Fig. 4(a) inset shows the pitching axis loca-
tions and the corresponding trailing edge (dotted
circles) and trailing-edge vortex (solid curves) tra-
jectories. We see that the three TEV trajectories
overlap initially. As the pitching axis moves away
from the mid-chord while the angular pitching
amplitude is maintained, the curvature of the TE
trajectory decreases but its arc length increases.
In the meantime, the TEV trajectory scales up in
both x- and y-directions. We then scale both the
TE and the TEV trajectories using the trailing-
edge chord (i.e. cTE , the chord length between the
pitching axis and the trailing edge) and the results
are shown in the inset of Fig. 4(b). The three
vortex trajectories collapse well under this scal-
ing despite some discrepancies for x/c = 0 (green
curve). This indicates that, unlike the pitching
amplitude, which has a nonlinear effect on the vor-
tex trajectory, the location of the pitching axis

changes the vortex trajectory in a linear manner.
We believe this linear dependence comes from the
fact that the trailing edge trajectory (curvature
and arc length) is linearly scalable by cTE in the
(x, y)-coordinate. On the other hand, the trailing
edge trajectories under different pitching ampli-
tudes cannot be simply scaled by A in the (x,
y)-coordinate, resulting in the nonlinear unscal-
able trajectories of the vortex (see Fig. 3a inset).
This argument is also supported by the frequency
independence of the TEV trajectories observed in
Fig. 2(a) inset, where the trailing edge trajectories
remain the same at different pitching frequencies.
These results also imply that the vortex trajectory
is largely determined by the trailing (or leading)
edge trajectory, instead of the edge velocity.

It is also worth noting that in Figs. 2(b), 3(b)
and 4(b), the maximum |Γ∗| corresponds to the
optimal vortex formation number (Gharib et al,
1998; Dabiri, 2009). However, |Γ∗|max observed
in the present study is within a range of 2.5 -
3.5, which is smaller than that observed in previ-
ous studies (Milano and Gharib, 2005; Ringuette
et al, 2007; Rival et al, 2009; Onoue and Breuer,
2016), where T̂ ≈ 4. Because there is no convective
free-stream flow in the present study, the vortex
formation is dominated by the pitching kinemat-
ics (Eqn. 13). Therefore, the vortex is forced to
pinch off from the feeding shear layer by the wing
kinematics before the universal optimal vortex
formation number T̂ ≈ 4 can be achieved.
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Summarizing these results: the vortex trajec-
tory tracking and scaling analysis performed in
this section provides us with many useful insights
on the vortex dynamics of pitching wings in a
quiescent flow. However, these traditional analysis
methods have several limitations. Firstly, vortex
tracking and circulation calculation become diffi-
cult when the vortex dissipates to an extent that
the vortex boundary becomes unidentifiable, and
when multiple vortices are in close proximity (e.g.
Fig. 3b inset). In these situations, although the
vortices may still contribute to the moment gener-
ation, we are not always able to accurately quan-
tify their positions and strengths. Secondly and
more importantly, the traditional analysis meth-
ods are not capable of directly correlating the spa-
tial position and strength of shed vortices with the
resultant vorticity-induced force/moment, which
is critical for studying these vortex-dominated
flows. Therefore, in the following section, we apply
the Force and Moment Partitioning Method to
gain more physical insights.

3.2 Vorticity-induced moment
obtained from FMPM

The complex behaviors of vortex trajectories and
circulations discussed in the above section fur-
ther affect the corresponding vorticity-induced
moment and thus the fluid damping. In this
section, we use FMPM to quantify this vorticity-
induced torque. The detailed implementation of
the FMPM has been introduced in Section 2.3,
and a sample case demonstrating the vorticity
field, the Q field, the influence field and the
moment density distribution has been shown in
Fig. 1(b-e). The FMPM is not only capable of
identifying the total vorticity-induced force/mo-
ment, it is also able to separate the force/moment
contributions from individual vortices by choosing
different integration windows for the expression
in Eqn. 4. Fig. 5(a) shows the time trace of the
leading-edge torque, τLE , the trailing-edge torque,
τTE , and the total vorticity-induced torque, τ =
τLE+τTE , calculated using the PIV-based FMPM
for the case A = 30◦, f = 0.5 Hz and x/c = 0.5.
The inset shows the integration windows for calcu-
lating τLE and τTE . We see that the leading-edge
torque and trailing-edge torque behave differently
over time, and to analyze, we divide the pitch-
ing cycle into four regimes (Fig. 5). In regimes 1

and 3, τTE has a higher magnitude than τLE , pre-
sumably, as mentioned earlier due to the increased
coherence of the TEV as compared to that of the
LEV (Fig. 2b). In regimes 2 and 4, where the
pitch-down/up motions first start, τLE overtakes
τTE in magnitude because the newly generated
LEV stays closer to the wing surface than the
TEV. The change of sign in τLE and τTE aligns
with that of the angular pitching velocity, θ̇.

The total vorticity-induced torque, τ = τLE +
τTE , directly correlates with the fluid damping
discussed in Zhu et al (2021), as τ = bf θ̇, where bf
is the fluid damping coefficient and θ̇ is the angu-
lar velocity. Approximating θ̇ with 4Af , we modify
the fluid damping scaling proposed in Zhu et al
(2021) to get a vorticity-induced torque scaling for
sinusoidally pitching wings in quiescent water

τ∗ =
τ

8ρf2A2s(KLEc4LE +KTEc4TE)
, (15)

where cLE and cTE are the leading-edge chord and
trailing-edge chord, respectively. KLE = 0.95 and
KTE = 1.05 are empirical factors that account for
the rounded leading edge and sharp trailing edge,
which agree well with experimental observations,
as we will show next.

The frequency-squared dependence of the
vorticity-induced torque (Eqn. 15) is verified in
Fig. 5(b), where we plot the non-dimensional
vorticity-induced torque, τ∗, for four different
pitching frequencies f = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0
Hz at a pitching amplitude of A = 30◦ and a
pitching axis of x/c = 0.5. We see that τ∗ col-
lapses nicely under the proposed scaling. Recalling
that the vortex trajectory remains unchanged for
a wing pitching at a fixed amplitude and different
frequencies (Fig. 2a), we know that the weighting
by the influence field, φ, also remains unchanged
for different pitching frequencies, and we thus con-
clude that the τ ∼ f2 scaling must come from
Q ∼ f2 (Eqn. 4). By definition, Q scales with the
vorticity squared, which further scales with circu-
lation (according to Stokes’ theorem). Eqn. 13 and
Fig. 2(b) confirm that Γ ∼ f , and therefore, we
infer that Q ∼ f2, which again leads to the τ ∼ f2

scaling. These two independent scaling analyses
show the self-consistency of our data.

The inset of Fig. 5(b) shows the ratio between
the cycle-averaged absolute trailing-edge torque
and leading-edge torque (i.e. |τTE |/|τLE |) for the
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Fig. 5 (a) Time trace of the leading-edge torque (τLE), trailing-edge torque (τTE) and total vorticity-induced torque
(τLE +τTE) calculated using the PIV-based FMPM for the case A = 30◦, f = 0.5 Hz and x/c = 0.5. Inset: Moment density
distribution (−2Qφ) at t/T = 0 and integration windows for the leading-edge and trailing-edge torque. (b) Non-dimensional
vorticity-induced torque (τ∗) for A = 30◦, x/c = 0.5 and f = 0.25 to 1.0 Hz. Inset: Ratio between the cycle-averaged

absolute trailing-edge torque and leading-edge torque (|τTE |/|τLE |) for the corresponding frequencies. The black dashed
line represents the empirical ratio (1.05/0.95 = 1.105) used in Zhu et al (2021). The red solid line represents a ratio of one.

corresponding four frequencies, with the black
dashed line representing the empirical factors
KTE/KLE = 1.05/0.95 = 1.105 used in Eqn. 15,
and the red solid line representing a ratio of one.
We find that the measured ratios (colored circles)
are all above one, and match well with the empir-
ical ratio 1.05/0.95. This shows that the empirical
ratio faithfully captures the subtle differences in
the cycle-averaged magnitude of the trailing-edge
torque and leading-edge torque, agreeing with the
trend observed in Zhu et al (2021) that the cycle-
averaged trailing-edge fluid damping is slightly
higher than that of the leading edge.

The scaled torque, Eqn. 15, suggests that the
vorticity-induced torque scales with the fourth
power of the effective chord length. To validate
this, we change the axis of a wing pitching at
A = 30◦, f = 0.5 Hz from x/c = 0.5 (mid-
chord) to x/c = 0.25 (quarter-chord) and x/c =
0 (leading-edge) and plot the non-dimensional
vorticity-induced torque, τ∗, in Fig. 6(a). We see
that τ∗ collapse reasonably well under the pitch-
ing axis scaling, despite some small discrepancies.
The spanwise vorticity field, ωz, the Q field, the
influence field, φ, and the moment density distri-
bution, −2Qφ, at t/T = 0 are plotted in Fig. 6(b)
for further analysis of the pitching axis effect. The
ωz field shows that as the pitching axis moves from
the mid-chord (x/c = 0.5) to the quarter-chord
(x/c = 0.25), the leading-edge vortex becomes
significantly weaker and less coherent, whereas

the trailing-edge vortex becomes stronger and
more coherent, due to a higher feeding shear-layer
velocity (see Fig. 4). The φ field also changes sig-
nificantly from x/c = 0.5 to 0.25. The quadrant
pattern disappears and φ becomes entirely nega-
tive on the upper surface of the wing and positive
on the lower surface. This change in φ also alters
the moment density distribution. We see that
the weak LEV, despite its positive vorticity, now
induces a negative torque, which is opposite to
that induced by its counterpart at x/c = 0.5. The
TEV-induced torque becomes a lot higher because
bothQ and φ increase. As the pitching axis further
moves to the leading edge (x/c = 0), a negative
LEV is generated due to the strong pitch-induced
flow around the leading edge. The influence field,
φ, stays similar to that of x/c = 0.25 with an
increase in magnitude. The negative LEV induces
a positive torque, because it is on the upper sur-
face of the wing. These complex behaviors of the
pitch-induced vortices as the pitching axis shifts
might account for the discrepancies observed in τ∗

in Fig. 6(a).
In Eqn. 15, we see that the vorticity-induced

torque, τ , scales with the pitching amplitude
squared. However, this scaling is based on the
linear assumption that trajectories of shed vor-
tices stay perpendicular to the wing chord (Zhu
et al, 2021), so it is presumably only valid for
small-amplitude pitching. As the vortex trajecto-
ries vary nonlinearly for high pitching amplitudes
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Fig. 6 (a) Non-dimensional vorticity-induced torque (τ∗) for A = 30◦, f = 0.5 Hz, x/c = 0.5 (mid-chord pitching),
x/c = 0.25 (quarter-chord pitching) and x/c = 0 (leading-edge pitching). (b) Spanwise vorticity field (ωz , first column),
Q field (second column), influence field (φ, third column) and moment density distribution (−2Qφ, fourth column) for
A = 30◦, f = 0.5 Hz, x/c = 0.5 (first row), 0.25 (second row) and 0 (third row) at t/T = 0.

(see Fig. 3a inset), the scaling breaks down. This
is confirmed by Fig. 7(a), where we show that
the non-dimensional vorticity-induced torque, τ∗,
does not collapse satisfactorily under the A2 scal-
ing, although the general trend of τ∗ roughly
matches for different pitching amplitudes. To fur-
ther characterize the effect of pitching amplitudes
on the vorticity-induced torque, in addition to
the time trace data shown in Fig. 7(a), we also
look at the cycle-averaged τ∗ and associate it
with the non-dimensional fluid damping coeffi-
cient, B∗f = 4Afτ∗/θ̇. In Fig. 7(b), we compare

B∗f obtained from the PIV-based FMPM (hol-
low markers) to those extracted by “ring-down”
(direct torque) measurements of Zhu et al (2021)
(solid curves) as a function of the pitching ampli-
tude. Two pitching axes are considered, as B∗f
has been shown to behave differently when the
wing pitches at the mid-chord (x/c = 0.5) and
the quarter-chord (x/c = 0.25). The first thing
we notice is that the PIV-based FMPM under-
estimates the vorticity-induced torque and hence
the corresponding fluid damping. The potential
cause for this underestimation will be discussed
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Fig. 7 (a) Non-dimensional vorticity-induced torque (τ∗) for a wing pitching at x/c = 0.5, f = 0.5 Hz and A = 30◦

to 120◦ (solid lines). Purple dashed line: A = 120◦, f = 0.5 Hz, x/c = 0.25. (b) Cycle-averaged non-dimensional fluid
damping coefficient (B∗

f ) extracted by ring-down experiments (solid curves, Zhu et al, 2021) and by PIV-based FMPM

(hollow markers) for mid-chord pitching (x/c = 0.5, purple) and quarter-chord pitching (x/c = 0.25, green). Note the factor
1.5 applied to the FMPM data. The labeled data points correspond to (c–f ) temporal snapshots of the spanwise vorticity
field (ωz , first row) and the moment density distribution (−2Qφ, second row) during the pitch-down motion. (c) A = 30◦,
x/c = 0.5. (d) A = 30◦, x/c = 0.25. (e) A = 120◦, x/c = 0.5. (f ) A = 120◦, x/c = 0.25. The pitching frequency maintains
at f = 0.5 Hz for all the cases.

later. To better compare the trend between the
FMPM-based B∗f and the ring-down-based B∗f , we
multiply a factor of 1.5 to the former. We see that
the FMPM-based B∗f agrees very well in trend
with those extracted by ring-down experiments.
For x/c = 0.5, B∗f increases non-monotonically
with the pitching amplitude, whereas for x/c =
0.25, B∗f increases monotonically with the pitching
amplitude with a decreasing slope.

To explain the differences in B∗f for different
pitching amplitudes and axes, we choose four rep-
resentative cases (data points c–f on Fig. 7b) and
plot the corresponding spanwise vorticity field, ωz,
and the moment density distribution, −2Qφ, in
Fig. 7(c–f ). For each case, three temporal snap-
shots, t/T = 0.33, 0.5 and 0.67, are plotted to
capture the initial, middle and late stages of the
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pitch-down motion. Fig. 7(c) depicts a conven-
tional scenario where the wing pitches at A = 30◦

and x/c = 0.5. In this case, two negative vor-
tices are generated at the leading edge and the
trailing edge. These two vortices are of compara-
ble size and strength (see also Fig. 5a), and both
contribute to negative moments. When the pitch-
ing axis moves to x/c = 0.25 (Fig. 7d), the LEV
becomes weaker and the TEV becomes stronger,
due to the change in the feeding shear-layer veloci-
ties. While the LEV is still negative, it generates a
small positive moment due to the negative φ field
(see Fig. 6b).

Comparing Fig. 7(e) to (c), we see that when
the pitching amplitude is very high (A = 120◦),
the LEV and TEV both move towards the pitch-
ing axis from t/T = 0.33 to 0.5. At the same time,
they also become less coherent. These two effects
combined lead to the near-zero τ∗ observed in Fig.
7(a) at t/T = 0.5. As the pitch-down motion con-
tinues, the LEV moves to the aft wing, and the
TEV moves to the fore wing, resulting in a sign
switch of the induced torque – the LEV and TEV
both generate positive moments at the late stage
of the motion (t/T = 0.67). However, the total
vorticity-induced torque, τ∗ remains slightly nega-
tive because of the positive surface vortices, which
are closer to the wing surface and thus generate
more negative moments. The fact that the LEV
and TEV move across the pitching axis brings τ∗

close to zero earlier than that of smaller pitching
amplitudes. This further results in the decreas-
ing B∗f observed for mid-chord pitching wings at
large pitching amplitudes. At this same pitching
amplitude (A = 120◦), as the pitching axis moves
to x/c = 0.25 (Fig. 7f ), we see that the TEV
again moves across the pitching axis at the late
stage (t/T = 0.67). However, because the φ field
is entirely positive under the wing (see Fig. 6b),
the TEV continues to generate negative moments.
In addition, a positive LEV emerges due to the
pitch-induced flow and also generates a negative
moment. These effects result in a higher τ∗ mag-
nitude at t/T > 0.5 for x/c = 0.25 (Fig. 7a,
purple dashed line) as compared to the x/c =
0.5 case (purple solid line), explaining the differ-
ence we see in B∗f at A = 120◦ (Fig. 7b, data
points f and e). We want to note that, although
the LEVs and TEVs move across the pitching
axis for large-amplitude pitching, the vorticity-
induced moment always stays negative during the

pitch-down motion (0.25 < t/T < 0.75), where
the angular velocity is also negative (θ̇ < 0).
This assures that the instantaneous aerodynamic
damping is always positive (i.e. bf = τ/θ̇ > 0)
during the entire pitching cycle, which holds valid
for all the cases considered in the present study
(see Fig. 5a, Fig. 6a and Fig. 7a).

3.3 Error analysis of FMPM results

To further explain the underestimation of the fluid
damping coefficient by the FMPM (Fig. 7b), we
compare the vorticity-induced torque calculated
by the PIV-based FMPM to that measured by the
force transducer (see Fig. 1a). According to the
Morison equation (Morison et al, 1950), the total
fluid force experienced by a moving body can be
divided into the vorticity-induced force and the
added-mass force. Therefore, to get the vorticity-
induced torque, τ , from the force transducer, we
have to first estimate the added-mass torque, τa,
using Eqn. 5. Then, this torque as well as the
physical wing inertia, τI , are subtracted from the
measured torque, τFT .

The torque measured by the force transducer,
τFT , the sum of the inertial torque and the added-
mass torque, τI + τa, the true vorticity-induced
torque, τFT − (τI + τa), and the vorticity-induced
torque calculated using PIV-based FMPM, τ ,
for A = 30◦, f = 0.5 Hz, x/c = 0.25 are
plotted in Fig. 8(a). We assume that the vis-
cous torque is negligible in comparison to the
vortex-induced torque, due to the relatively high
Reynolds number - Re ∼ O(104). We find that the
PIV-based FMPM underestimates the vorticity-
induced torque, τ , roughly by a factor of 1.5,
which explains the 1.5 factor used for the non-
dimensional fluid damping coefficient, B∗f , in Fig.
7(b). After applying a factor of 1.5 to τ , we see
that it agrees well with the true vorticity-induced
torque, τFT − (τI + τa).

However, the question remains why the PIV-
based FMPM significantly underestimates the
vorticity-induced torque. One conjecture, as dis-
cussed earlier, is that because we are using phase-
averaged PIV velocity fields (〈u〉, 〈v〉) to calculate
the Q fields, some small instantaneous flow struc-
tures, which also contribute to the moment gener-
ation, might have been averaged out, as discussed
in Section 2.4. To assess this effect, we compare
τ based on Q calculated using phase-averaged
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Fig. 8 (a) Time trace of the torque measured by the force transducer (τFT ), the sum of the inertial torque and the
added-mass torque calculated using FMPM (τI + τa), the true vorticity-induced torque (τFT − (τI + τa)) and 1.5 times
the vorticity-induced torque calculated using PIV-based FMPM (1.5τ) for A = 30◦, f = 0.5 Hz, x/c = 0.25. (b) vorticity-
induced torque, τ , based on Q calculated using phase-averaged velocity fields (〈u〉, 〈v〉), phase-averaged 〈Q〉 calculated using
instantaneous velocity fields (u, v), and phase-averaged 〈Qφ〉 calculated using instantaneous velocity fields (u, v). Error bars
denote standard deviations over 20 cycles.

velocity fields (〈u〉, 〈v〉), phase-averaged 〈Q〉 calcu-
lated using instantaneous velocity fields (u, v), and
phase-averaged 〈Qφ〉 calculated using instanta-
neous velocity fields (u, v) in Fig. 8(b). We see that
the vorticity-induced torque calculated using these
three different methods matches closely, indicat-
ing that phase-averaging is not the main cause for
the FMPM to underestimate τ . The good agree-
ments between −2ρ

∫
Q(〈u〉, 〈v〉)φdV (blue solid

curve) and −2ρ
∫
〈Q(u, v)〉φdV (orange dashed

curve) also indicates that the 2Qū〈u〉 term in Eqn.
12 might be dropped for the cases considered in
the present study.

Another potential error source comes from the
PIV measurements, and in particular, the diffi-
culty in obtaining accurate velocity vectors near
the solid boundary (Rival and van Oudheusden,
2017). Because the vorticity-induced torque is
calculated by integrating the −2Qφ field (Eqn.
4), any missing velocity vectors near the solid
boundary will result in a significant decrease of
the overall vorticity-induced torque, as φ reaches
its maximum near the boundary. This conjecture
could be tested by comparing the PIV-measured
near-boundary velocity fields with those obtained
by from a high-accuracy numerical simulation.
Alternatively, a physics-informed neural network,
PINN (Raissi et al, 2019; Cai et al, 2021; Arzani
et al, 2021), could potentially be used to recon-
struct and resolve near-boundary velocity fields
so as to improve the accuracy of the PIV-based

FMPM. These tasks, unfortunately, lie beyond the
scope of the current paper but are well worthy of
investigation.

Lastly, all FMPM calculations in this study
are based on two-component, two-dimensional
(2C2D) PIV measurements taken at the mid span,
but without considering three-dimensional effects.
This means the contributions from the spanwise
velocity (w) and the spanwise gradient (∂/∂z) of
(u, v) to Q have not been considered, but might
play an important role in causing the differences
between the PIV-based FMPM results and the
force sensor results. The recent paper of Menon
et al (2022) has employed FMPM to quantify the
role of cross-span vorticity on the force generation
over a finite-aspect ratio wing and these effects
were shown to be quite significant. In addition, the
pitching wing in this experiment has a free wingtip
(Fig. 1a) and the tip vortex presumably plays a
non-negligible role in the generation of the total
torque. As with the boundary-related errors, one
could assess the three-dimensional flow effects by
comparing our results with 2D and 3D CFD sim-
ulations or by conducting 3D PIV measurements,
both of which, unfortunately, are beyond the scope
of the present study.

4 Conclusion

In this study, we have characterized the vortex
dynamics associated with a NACA 0012 wing
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undergoing prescribed sinusoidal pitching in quies-
cent water. We employed two-dimensional particle
image velocimetry (PIV) to measure the velocity
field around the wing, and used the Q criterion
to identify positions and boundaries of pitch-
generated vortices to study the evolution of their
trajectories and strengths. We found that the
vortex trajectory is insensitive to the pitching fre-
quency, but varies nonlinearly with the pitching
amplitude and scales linearly with the pitching
axis. The vortex circulation was shown to scale
with the pitching frequency, amplitude, and effec-
tive chord length squared for sinusoidal pitch
oscillations. A vortex splitting behavior causing
the vortex circulation to drop abruptly after a lin-
ear growth regime was observed for all the pitching
cases, except for those at the mid-chord and the
lowest pitching amplitude.

In the second part of this study, the Force
and Moment Partitioning Method (FMPM) was
adopted to quantify and visualize the aerodynamic
moment generated by the pitch-induced vortices.
The moment contributions from leading-edge vor-
tices and trailing-edge vortices were separated by
the FMPM, and the ratio between the two was
shown to match the empirical factor used in Zhu
et al (2021). A scaling for the vorticity-induced
torque was proposed, revealing its dependence
on the squared pitching frequency, the squared
pitching amplitude, and the fourth power of the
effective chord length. The pitching amplitude
was shown to have a nonlinear effect on the
vorticity-induced moment due to the complex vor-
tex dynamics. The vorticity-induced moment was
further connected with the fluid damping reported
by Zhu et al (2021), and the results obtained
using PIV-based FMPM were found to match well
with that measured using ring-down experiments,
despite a lower magnitude. Finally, the FMPM
was found to underestimate the moment compared
to the force transducer data, potentially due to the
missing velocity vectors near the wing boundary
and three-dimensional effects.

Together with our previous study on cycle-
averaged vorticity-induced damping (Zhu et al,
2021), the present work, which focuses on the
instantaneous evolution of vortex dynamics and
moments, provides a comprehensive understand-
ing of the frequency, amplitude and pivot axis
effects on the trajectory, strength, and associ-
ated aerodynamic moment of vortices shed from

a sinusoidally pitching wing in quiescent water,
a configuration that is of tremendous engineer-
ing and biological relevance. Moreover, this work
is among the first to apply FMPM for analyzing
experimental data (see also Kumar et al, 2021).
The good agreements we see between the FMPM-
based results and the ring-down experiments/force
transducer measurements further demonstrate the
effectiveness and robustness of this method. The
discussions on applying FMPM to phase-averaged
data and the possible error source for caus-
ing the underestimation of the vorticity-induced
moment can potentially benefit future applica-
tions of FMPM to experimental data.
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